In this study, we investigate the classification problem of heart disease with incomplete datasets. Our pragmatic approach is to exploit the potential of complete data for selecting relevant features in incomplete datasets. We define our approach by implementing fuzzy-based particle swarm optimization to impute missing values with tuning the exist structure with the data which leads to better solution. The FCM clustering is applied to identify the similar records in the complete dataset. We compared the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) results of three different datasets with seven different ratios with range 1% to 20% of missing data. The experimental results provide the evidence that our approach performs better accuracy compared to other approach. The proposed method makes it possible to select relevant feature by offering good combination of its setting to classification of heart disease problem.
Introduction
Heart disease is the leading cause of death for human. Recently, hundreds of data mining works in various industry to extract the knowledge from a pile of data collection [1, 3, 4, 5] . Most data mining methods such as classification, clustering and regression have been implemented into clinical datasets for the accurate diagnosis of disease and proper treatment [2] . Thus, data quality is very important concern for the researcher towards knowledge extraction in healthcare industry. However, the real world data collection Stroke and other Cardiovascular Diseases is not always complete and accurate due to various uncertainty [6] . The collection process might be involved and tangled with uncertain situations and consequently incomplete dataset have been appeared. This reason might arise from different type of error, either human error, equipment error [7] and noise data, or irrelevant input data and missing value in highly dimensionality recorded in the dataset [8] . Therefore, preprocessing process is considered important before training the data into the classifier models to maximize the accuracy and efficiency of machine learning techniques [9] . In this paper, incomplete dataset due to missing value recorded in the dataset is focused. If the missing dataset is not treated, apart from less accuracy problems, it might create bias result, and loss efficiency of computational process due to the holes in the dataset.
There are several ways to treat the incomplete dataset such as (1) Delete and ignore the missing data, (2) Parameter expectation, and (3) Imputation [10] . For delete and ignore method, it is not practical in several area of study as the data might contribute to the knowledge practical only when the data contain relatively small number of examples. While, for the second method are not efficient in computational time consuming and expensive. Imputation methods have various types, from mean imputation until study the relationship among attributes. Rubin [10] categorized missing data as: (1) Missing completely at random (MCAR), (2) Missing at random (MAR), and (3) Missing not at random (MNAR). Cohen and Cohen [13] have suggested developing missing data dummy codes for each variable with missing data, and using this missing variable code as a predictor in a regression model. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 will reviews the related works regarding FCM and PSO in imputation works, Section 3 will overviews the Fuzzy C-Means Clustering algorithm and Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm. It also describes about the proposed methodology, FCMPSO used in this paper. Section 4 will be explained about experiments and result analysis. Finally, Section 5 will provide the conclusion and recommendations.
Overview
Several clustering approaches have been proposed recently to handle the missing values directly. We presents a brief summary related to imputation based on clustering methods and focused on Fuzzy C-Means and Particle Swarm Optimization. From last decade, Hathaway and Bezdek [11] proposed that incomplete missing data can be obtained by calculate the distance between the missing and complete dataset. This estimation are then be proposed by other researcher in imputation method. Li and Gu [12] used FCM with Nearest Neighbor (NN) intervals as the representation of missing data apart from numerical representation. Nishanth et al [14] used K-Mean algorithm and multilayer perceptron (MLP) in solving missing data using imputation method. Authors claimed that the proposed method yield better results in accuracy of data mining algorithm due to the imputed dataset. In addition, Aydilek and Arslan [15] used FCM together with support vector regression (SVM) and genetic algorithm (GA) to find the impute value. Author optimizes the FCM parameters with GA which is the cluster size and weighting factor.
Tab. 1 A Summary of Existing work

Authors
Imputation Methods Findings Li and Gu [12] FCM & NN Optimum the range for NN using FCM Di Nuovo [13] FCM Applied in psychological scenario with FCM Aydilek and Arslan [15] FCM & SVM, GA Optimizes FCM parameters with GA Krishna et al [16] PSO & Covariance Matrix
Covariance matrix for imputation and PSO will optimize the value with lowest RMSE Gautam et al [17] PSO & ECM, AAELM PSO will be choosing optimum Dthr value forECM imputation. Tang et al [18] FCM Krishna et al [16] use Particle swarm optimization with covariance matrix for imputation. Author want to preserve the covariance matrix of missing data and used PSO to minimize the mean squared error (MSE) and absolute difference. Furthermore, Tang et al [18] applied FCM with GA for missing traffic volume data. Author used GA to optimize the membership function and the centroids value in FCM model. With the help of GA, optimize FCM can give good imputation results for the problem. Rahman and Islam [19] proposed that missing value been imputed using fuzzy clustering based on Expectation Maximation (EM) approach. These approach been applied towards numerical and categorical missing values and they optimizes the FCM imputation based on the EM concept and yield a good results especially in time series tailoring problems.
Sherin [24] propose evolutionary-based Fuzzy Particle Swarm data Clustering (EFPSC) dynamically adapt to the changes and does not require a prior knowledge of the number of clusters in the datasets. The result showed that an important strength of the algorithm to automatically determine the number of cluster within the data. Lou. et al [25] introduced Selection in Incomplete Data (SID) based on uncertainty margin-based objective function to select relevant feature in its own relevant subspace. The author select weight for each feature was obtained ad using an EM algorithm to perform feature selection directly from incomplete datasets. We summarize our work as in Table. 1. It shows that FCM have an ability to find the imputation value with great results. But, FCM just impute the missing data once in one time.
The Proposed Method
Given an incomplete datasets, our approach replaces the missing value to optimum value using FCM and PSO and the best combination of its values to generate good clustering result in the solution space. The following section will be discussed about the concept of FCM and PSO approach before to the proposed method.
Fuzzy c-means clustering (FCM)
FCM algorithm was developed by Dunn in 1972 and improved by Bezdek in 1981. Traditional clustering algorithm are always partitioned the data into crisp division which membership function is either 0 or 1. Fuzzy clustering algorithm assign data object partially into multiple clusters. The degree of membership in the fuzzy clusters depends on the closeness of the instances to the cluster centre. However, FCM cannot handle missing value directly, thus, many researcher have done improvement towards this problem. With the ability of FCM to separate the data towards different group with certain value, thus the missing value can be obtain by calculate the distance from complete dataset and used it.
FCM partitions set of n dataset x={x 1 , x 2 , ……, x n }in R d dimensional space into fuzzy cluster c,1<c<n with r={r 1 , r 2 ,……, r c }cluster centers or centroids. with n rows and c columns which n is number of dataset and c is the number of clusters. While, row and column in , shows the membership function of the dataset with the th j cluster. While was defines as follows,
(1) The objective function of FCM algorithm to minimize iteratively, (2) In which m(m> 1) is a scalar termed the weighting exponent and controls the fuzziness of the resulting clusters and stands for the Euclidean distance from dataset, to the cluster center, j r . The centroid j r of the th j cluster is obtained using, (3)
Particle swarm optimization (PSO)
Particle swarm optimization is an extremely simple algorithm seems to be effective for optimize a wide range of functions; it has obviously ties with evolutionary computation. Particle Swarm Optimization introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 based on the natural behavior of bird flocking or fish schooling to find the food. The flock of bird fly in a group follows the member that has closest distance to destination. In traditional PSO, population is called the swarm and the candidate of solutions in swarm is called particles while the food is called objective function.
The D-dimensional position for the particle at iteration can be represented as follows Each elements of particle contains parameter; own position, own velocity, and own historical information. Each particle is given random position in search space and random velocity for the particles to fly within the search space.
Let represent the best solution that particle i has obtained until iteration t, and denote the best solution obtained from in the population at iteration t. To search for the optimal solution, at each time step, each changes its velocity according to the pbest and gbest parts according to equation (4) 
Our approach (FCMPSO)
Fuzzy c-means clustering is an effective algorithm but the iterative process falling into local optimal. We proposed imputation approach based on FCM PSO to escape from the drawback and overcome the shortcoming of slow convergence speed. The main operation is to group the data in the similar features with FCM, thus get the centroid values of each attribute and then to calculate the distance between each missing data with each clusters. After that, the impute value will be optimized with PSO according to the information from missing dataset.
Results and Discussions
Datasets & Result
To test the performance of imputation method, two datasets from UCI Machine Learning Repository Dataset [20] were used as bench mark datasets for the experimental purpose. In this paper, we used complete dataset only to have control over the missing data in the dataset. The artificial missing ratio range 1% to 25% was inserted into dataset to analyse how the imputation method worked. The attribute is normalized using min-max normalization and accelerate the training phase [15, 18] . Cleveland Heart Disease dataset was based on heart disease diagnosis in Cleveland Clinic Foundation by Dr. Robert Detrano [21] . This dataset contains 297 records and 13 attributes, while the class contains two classes. On second data sets, Breast cancer dataset was created based on Wisconsin Breast Cancer problem by Dr. William H. Wolberg [23] . This dataset contain 683 records and 9 attributes. This dataset contains 2 classes.
(6) Table 2 shows the RMSE value of proposed method with the other 2 imputation methods. It is clearly shows that FCMPSO outperforms compared to other two imputation methods when the missing ratios are increased from range 1% and 5%. The performance of proposed method will be evaluated with Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). In this paper, we compared the FCMPSO with 2 other ways of imputation which is Nearest-Neighbor Imputation and Fuzzy C-Means imputation. Consequently, from overall findings, it shows that FCMPSO gives a lower RMSE compared to other imputation methods over the increasing of missing ratios. It shows that, the missing dataset ratios is important and can give information for better imputations. Thus, further studies can be done towards the sensitivity of FCMPSO towards the dataset properties and condition.
Conclusion and Future Works
In this study, an imputation method using FCM and PSO are proposed which is aimed at optimizes estimating missing values in dataset using PSO and the effectiveness of proposed method is demonstrated on three different datasets which contains seven different missing ratios. We utilizes the PSO ability to find the best value for imputation from complete impute dataset by searching the best position of distance value and the result gives promising results as traditional clustering imputation. Due of that ability, further study to improve the clustering imputation with PSO in weight parameters of elements that belongs to each cluster for better imputation results and the sensitivity of dataset problems can be done.
